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Abstract: In this paper we introduce a new type of 

G-spaces which we call it a feebly dispersive G-

space. We give the definition by depending on  the 

definition of an feebly neighborhood which itself 

depends on the concept of an feebly-open set . Also, 

we study its equivalent definitions, properties, 

subspace, product space, and equivariant 

homeomorphic image . Moreover we study the  

relation  between the feebly dispersive G -spaces ,and 

each of the feebly Cartan G-spaces ,and  the  sets 

)x(Jf

and )x(f respectively. Finally we give an 

example when the converse may not be true . 

Key words: feebly limit set of x , feebly prolongational limit set of 

x , feebly Cartan G-space, feebly dispersive G-space . 

 

Introduction 

          The concept of semi-open sets was first introduced by Levin, N. 

in [1], while  the  concept  of  feebly-open  sets   was   introduced  by 
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Navalagi, G.B. in [2]. Recall that a subset A of a topological space 

),X(  is  said  to be semi-open (briefly s-open)  set  if   there  exists  an 

open subset U of  X  such  that )U(clAU  . The complement of a 

semi-open set is defined to be semi-closed (briefly s-closed)  .   The 

intersection of all s-closed subsets of X containing a set A is called the 

semi-closure (briefly s-closure) of A , and it is denoted by
s

A . A subset 

A of a topological space ),X(  is  said to be feebly-open (briefly f-

open) set if  there exists an open subset U of X such that
s

UAU  . 

The complement of an feebly-open set is defined to be feebly-closed 

(briefly f-closed) . The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new type 

of G-spaces which we call an feebly dispersive G-space. The 

characterizations and basic properties of feebly dispersive G -spaces 

have been studied. Moreover, the relation between the feebly 

dispersive G -spaces and each of the feebly Cartan G -spaces, and the 

sets )x(Jf and )x(f  respectively was introduced. An example when 

the converse may not be true is given also. 

 

1. Preliminaries: 

 First we recall the definitions and theorems which we need . 

              

1.1 Definition [3]: 
A topological transformation group is a triple ),X,G(  , where G is a   

topological group,  X   is a topological   space   and XXG:   is a 

function such that:- 

i.   is continuous. 

ii. x)x,e(  , for each Xx , where e is the identity element of G . 

iii. )x,gg())x,g(,g( 2121  , for each Xx and Gg,g 21  . 

            The function   is called an action of G on X . 

 

1.2 Remarks: 
i. If there is no more than one action of G on X, we write gx 

instead of 
)x,g(

and (G, X) instead of ),X,G(  . 

ii. We mean by a G-space X  a topological transformation group 
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(G,X) where X is a completely regular Hausdorff space and           

G is a locally compact non-compact toplological group . 

 

1.3      Definition[4]:  
If U and V are subsets of a G -space X , then U is said to  be thin  relative 

to V if the set }:{)),((  VgUGgVU   is  relatively compact in G . 

If U  is thin relative to itself, then it is called thin. 

 

1.4 Definition[2]: 
A subset A of a topological space X is said to be feebly neighborhood (f-

neighborhood) of a point x in X if there exists an f-open set U in X such 

that AUx  . 

 

1.5 Definition[5]: 
A G -space X  is called an feebly Cartan (written f-Cartan) G -space if 

every point of  X has a thin f-neighborhood . 

 

1.6 Definition[6]: 
A subset A of aG -space X is said to be invariant under a subset S  of G if 

ASA  , where }Aa,Ss:sa{SA  . 

 

1.7 Definition[6]: 
A subset A  of a topological group G is said to be syndetic in G if there is 

a compact subset K of G such that AKG  . 

 

1.8 Definition[3]: 
 Let X  be a G -space and Xx . Then:- 

i. }xgx:Gg{Gx  is called the stability subgroup of G  at x . 

ii. }Gg:gx{Gx  Is called the orbit of x under G . 

 

1.9 Definition[3],[6]: 
Let X  be a G -space and Xx . Then the point x  is said to be:- 

i. Fixed point if xgx , for each Gg . 

ii. Periodic point if xG is syndetic in G . 
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1.10 Definition[7]: 
Let X be a G -space. A subset S  of X  with XS  is said to be star if for 

each Xx  there exists Gg  such that Sgx . 

 

1.11 Definition[5]: 
Let X  be a G -space and Xx , then:- 

    :Xy{)x(Jf  a net )g(   in G  and a net )x(   in X   g  and 

xx f  such that }yxg)x,g( f  .        

    :Xy{)x(f  a net )g(   in G   g  and }yxg)x,g( f  . 

Where )x(Jf  and )x(f are called the feebly prolongational limit set of 

x  and the feebly limit set of x  respectively. It is clear that 

)x(J)x( ff  . The notation " "g  , means that )g(  has no 

convergent subnet. 

 

1.12 Theorem[5]: 
Let X be a G -space and Xx , then : 

i. If )x(x f for each Xx , then the stability subgroup of G  at x  

is compact. 

ii. )x(GxGx ff

  . 

 

1.13 Definition[3]: 

 
Let   ),X,G( 1    and   ),Y,G( 2   be    topological transformation groups. 

A continuous function YX:  is called an equivariant function if   

satisfies: 

For each Gg , Xx , ))x(,g())x,g(( 21  or simply, )x(g)gx(  . 

1.14 Definition[8]: 
A function YXf : from a topological space X  into a topological 

space Y is said to be feebly open (f-open) if the image of every open 

subset of X is an f-open set in Y. 
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2. Feebly Dispersive G-space. 

In this section we introduce a new type of G-spaces, which we call a 

feebly dispersive G -space.  This space is stronger than an feebly Cartan 

G-space. Besides we give examples and theorems. 

 

2.1 Definition: 
A G-space X is called an feebly dispersive (written f-dispersive) G-

space if for each two points x and y of X, there are feebly   

neighborhoods   U of   x   and V of   y such that the   set 

}:{)),((  VgUGgVU  is relatively compact in G . 

 

2.2 Examples: 
i. ),(   with the usual topology is a locally compact non-compact 

topological group. Also,  with the usual topology is a 

completely regular Hausdorff space. Then   acts on itself as 

follows: 

:  which is defined by:  2121 ),( rrrr    for each 

21,rr . It is clear that   is an  -space. To prove that   is 

an f-dispersive  - space. Let yx,  and U, V be any two f-

neighborhoods of x  and y  respectively where 

),(   xxU  and ),( 11  yyV , 0, 1 . Then the 

set: 

}:{)),((  VUrrVU  ))(),(( 11   xyxy  
is relatively compact in  . Thus is an f-dispersive -space. 

                                                                             

ii. )},0{\(   with the usual topology is a locally compact non-

compact topological group . Also, 2  with the usual topology 

is a completely regular Hausdorff space. Then }0{\  acts on 
2  as follows : 

22}0{\:   is defined by :  

         ),()),(,( ryrxyxr   for each }0{\r , 2),( yx . 
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It is clear that 2  is an }0{\ -space. But 2)0,0(   and every two f-         

neighborhoodsU and V of )0,0( ,the set }0{\)),(( VU  is not relatively 

compact in }0{\ . Thus 2  is not an f-dispersive }0{\ -space. 

 

2.3 Theorem: 
Let X be a G-space. Then the following statements are equivalent: 

i. X is an f-dispersive G -space. 

ii. )x(Jf    for each Xx . 

iii. )x(Jy f   for each Xy,x  . 

 

      Proof: 

  )()( iii  . 

Suppose that )(xJ f    Xy  such that )(xJy f , then by 

definition (1.11) there is a net )( g in G  and a net )( x in X   g   

and xx f  such that yxgxg f  ),( . Since Xyx , and X 

is f-dispersive, then there are f-neighborhoods U of x and V of y such 

that the set )),(( VU  is relatively compact in G. Since xx f  

and yxg f , then D   such that Ux   and Vxg   for 

each   , hence Ugxg   . Therefore )),(( VUg  . Since )),(( VU is 

relatively compact in G, then the net )( g has a cluster point Gg . This 

is a contradiction, since g . 

 

)()( iiiii  . Clear. 

 

)()( iiii  . 

To prove that X is an f-dispersive G -space. Suppose not, then there     

are two points x and y of X such that for each f-neighborhoods U of  x 

and V of  y  the  set )),(( VU is  not  relatively compact in G , thus there      

is a net )( g in G  such  that g  . Since  VUg   for each D , 

then there is Ux  , such that Vxg   for each D . Hence )( x and      

)(  xg are nets in X such that xx f  & yxg f     )(xJy f  

this is a contradiction.  Thus X is an f-dispersive G -space. 
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2.4 Corollary: 

 If X is an f-dispersive G -space. Then  )(xf  for each Xx . 

 

 Proof: 

Since X is an f-dispersive G -space, then by theorem (2.3),  )(xJ f  for 

each Xx . Since )()( xJx ff  for each Xx , then   )(xf  , for each 

Xx . 

 

2.5 Remark: 
The converse of corollary (2.4) may not be true. Consider the following 

example:- 

Example: ),( Q  with relative usual topology is a topological group      

(where Q is the set of all rational numbers). Then Q  acts on itself as      

follows: QQQ :  which is defined by: Qxgxgxg  ,,),( .      

Clear that ),( QQ is a topological transformation group. 

To prove that Qxxf  ,)(  , Let   )(xy f  , then   there   is  a  net  

)( g   in   Q     g     and  yxgxg f  . Since yxg f , 

then by Remark ((1.2.19) in [9]), yxg  . Since g , 

then  xgxg  .  

This is a contradiction, since yxg  . Thus, Qxxf  ,)(  . But Q  

is not f-dispersive Q -space, since Q  is not locally compact topological 

group. 

 

2.6 Theorem: 
An f-dispersive G -space is f-Cartan . 

  

     Proof: 

Let Xx . Since   X is f-dispersive, then there exist f-neighborhoods U  

and V of  x  in X such that the set )),(( VU is relatively compact in G . By 

Proposition ((1.1.22) & (1.1.24) in [9]) VU   is an f-neighborhood of x in 

X. Since )),(()),(( VUVUVU  and )),(( VU is relatively compact in G, 

then so is )),(( VUVU  . Hence VU   is a thin f-neighborhood of x in 

X . Thus X is an f-Cartan G-space. 
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2.7 Remark: 
The converse of theorem (2.6) may not be true . 

Consider the following example :- 

 

     Example: ),(   with the usual topology is a locally compact non-

compact topological group. Also, }0,0:)}0,0{(\),{( 2  yxyxD  

with the relative usual topology is a completely regular Hausdorff space.     

Then   acts on D as follows: DD:  is defined by: 

),()),(,( tt yexeyxt  , for each t  and Dyx ),( . It is clear that D is 

an -space. 

To show that D is an f-Cartan -space. Let  Dyx ),(   and  

),(  xxU   be   an f-neighborhood   of  x   in    }0:{  xxL   

where   0x    and  }0:{  yyW   be an f- neighborhood of y. By 

proposition ((1.1.42) in [9]) WU    is  an  f- neighborhood of ),( yx in D. 

Before we prove )),(()),(( UUWUWU  we need to show that W is 

invariant under . ),(    with  the  usual  topology  is  a  locally   

compact  non-compact topological group  and  W  as a subspace of  D  

with  the  relative usual topology is a completely regular Hausdorff space. 

Then   acts on W as follows: 

WW :  is defined  by : tyeyt ),(   for each  t  and Wy . It 

is clear that W is an -space. Since WW  ),( , then W is invariant 

under   . Now   to prove that )),(()),(( UUWUWU  .  Since W is 

invariant under  , then:- 

 
 UgUUUg )),((  WUgU )(   

 )()( WUWgU   )()( WUgWgU    

 )()( WUWUg   )),(( WUWUg   

   Hence )),(()),(( UUWUWU   

   Now, to show that )),(( UU is relatively compact in . 

Since   

)ln()( 1
1






x

x
txxe t   &  )ln()( 2

2






x

x
txxe t                                                        
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Then   the   set  ),(}:{)),(( 21 ttUtUtUU    is   relatively 

compact in  . That is WU  is a thin f-neighborhood of ),( yx in D.  

Hence D is an f-Cartan -space. But D is not f-dispersive  -space, Since 

)0,(x and ),0( y are points in D, but every f-neighborhoods U of  )0,(x  and 

V of ),0( y  the set  }:{)),((  VtUtVU    is  not relatively compact 

in . 

 

2.8 Theorem: 
 If X is an f-dispersive G -space, then:- 

i. Each orbit of X  is f-closed in X . 

ii. Each stability subgroup of G  at x  is compact . 

 

   Proof: 

i.  Since X is an f-dispersive G -space, then by corollary (2.4),  )(xf  

for each Xx . By theorem (1.12), XxxGxGx ff

 ,)(  

  XxGxGx
f

 , . Hence by proposition in [10] Gx  is an f-closed    

set in Xx,X  . 

ii. Since X is an f-dispersive G -space, then by corollary (2.4), 

 )(xf   for each Xx . Thus by theorem (1.12) the stability 

subgroup of G  at x  is compact. 

 

2.9 Theorem: 
 If X  is an f-dispersive G -space, then:- 

i. There is no fixed point. 

ii. There is no periodic point. 

     

Proof: 

i. Let Xx  such that x  is a fixed point. Since X  is an f-dispersive        

G -space, then there exist f-neighborhoods U and V of x in X  such 

that the set )),(( VU is relatively compact in G . Because x  is  a fixed  

point, then xgx  for each Gg  .  So VgU  for each Gg , 

that is GVU )),(( . Since )),(( VU is relatively compact inG , then 

G  is compact. But G  is not compact, which leads to a 

contradiction. Hence X  has no fixed point. 
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ii. Let Xx  such that x  is a periodic point, then by definition    (1.9) 

no. (ii) xG  is a  syndetic subgroup in G . That is there is a compact 

subset K of G  such that KGG x . By theorem (2.8) xG is compact 

in G  for each Xx . Thus G is compact, but that leads to a 

contradiction, since G  is not compact. Hence X has no periodic 

point. 

 

2.10 Theorem: 
 If X is an f-dispersive G -space, H is a closed subgroup of G and Y is an 

f-open subspace of X  which is invariant under H , then Y is an f-

dispersive H-space. 

 

 Proof:  

By   Remark   ( (1.24) in [6] )  we   get ),( YH   is  a  topological       

transformation group . Since Y is a subspace of X and X is a completely       

regular Hausdorff space, then so is Y. Since G  is locally compact and H  

is a closed subgroup ofG , then so is H  . Hence Y  is an H-space. To 

prove that Y is f-dispersive, Let Yyx , , then Xyx , . Since X  is f-

dispersive, then there exist f-neighborhoods U and V of x and y 

respectively in X such that )),(( VU is relatively compact in G. Let 

YUU 1  & YVV 1 . 

Since Y is an f-open subspace of X , then by proposition ((1.13) in [5])      

we have 1U  and 1V  to be f-neighborhoods of  x  and y  respectively in .Y  

Since )),(()),(( 11 VUVU  and because )),(( VU is  relatively compact in G , 

then  so  is )),(( 11 VU . Since  H  is a closed subgroup of G , then )),(( 11 VU is 

relatively compact in H . Thus Y is an f-dispersive H -space. 

 

2.11 Corollary(I): 
 If X  is an f-dispersive G -space and Y  is an f-open subspace of X  

which is invariant under G , thenY  is  an f-dispersive G-space . 

 

Proof: It is obvious.  
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2.12 Corollary(II):  
If X is an f-dispersive G -space  and H is  a closed subgroup of G , then 

X is an f-dispersive H-space . 

 

Proof: It is obvious.  

 

2.13 Theorem: 
Let  YX :   be an equivariant homeomorphism function from an f-

dispersive G -space X  into a space Y . ThenY is an f-dispersive G -

space. 

 

Proof:  

We have ),( YG is a topological transformation group. Since X is a 

completely regular Hausdorff space, and since   is homeomorphism,       

then by [11] we get Y to be a completely regular Hausdorff   space.       

Hence Y is   a G-space.  Now, to   prove   that Y   is f-dispersive. Let 

Yyy 21,  . Since   is onto, then there exists Xxx 21,  such that 

11)( yx   & 22 )( yx   . Since X is f-dispersive and Xxx 21, , then 

there exist f-neighborhoods U  and V of 1x  and 2x  respectively in X such 

that )),(( VU  is relatively compact in G. Since    is a       

homeomorphism, then by proposition ((1.1.52) in [9]) we have      

)(U and )(V to be f-neighborhoods of 1y and 2y  respectively in Y .      

To prove that )))(),((()),(( VUVU  , Since   is 1-1 and equivariant 

function, then: 
    VgUVUg )),((    )( VgU   )()( VgU   

     )()( VUg  ))).(),((( VUg  Hence )))(),((()),(( VUVU  .      

Because )),(( VU is relatively compact in G , then so is )))(),((( VU  .       

i.e. for each two points 1y  and 2y  of Y, there are f-neighborhoods      

)(U of  1y and )(V of 2y in Y  such that )))(),((( VU  is relatively      

compact in G . ThusY is an f-dispersive G -space . 

 

2.14 Theorem: 
Let X andY be G -spaces. Then YX  is an f-dispersive G -space if at 

least one of them is an f-dispersive G -space . 
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      Proof: 

Let X  be an f-dispersive G -space. By definition ((1.2.7) in [12]) we 

have YX   is a G -space.  To prove   that  YX   is f-dispersive.     

      Let XxxYXyxyx  212211 ,),(),,( . Since X  is f-dispersive, then 

there exist f-neighborhoods U  and V  of 1x  and 2x   respectively in X 

such that )),(( VU is relatively compact in G. By proposition ((1.1.42) in 

[9]) we   get YU    and YV   to   be f-neighborhoods of  ),( 11 yx  and 

),( 22 yx   respectively   in   YX   .  Since  )),(()),(( YVYUVU    and    

)),(( VU  is relatively compact inG , then so is )),(( YVYU  .  i.e.  for 

each two points ),( 11 yx and ),( 22 yx of  YX  , there are f-neighborhoods 

YU   of ),( 11 yx and YV   of ),( 22 yx in YX   such that )),(( YVYU  is 

relatively compact in G . Thus YX  is an f-dispersive G -space . 

 

2.15 Theorem: 
If a G -space X  has a star thin f-open setU , then X is an f-dispersive 

G -space. 

 

Proof: 

Let Xyx , . Since U  is star, then by definition (1.10) there are 

Ggg 21,  such that Uxg 1  and Uyg 2 . Hence Ugx
1

1


  

and Ugy
1

2


 . Since XXg :  is a homeomorphism for each Gg , 

then by proposition ((1.1.52) in [9]) we get  Ug
1

1


  and Ug

1

2


  are        

f-neighborhoods of x  and y respectively in X . Since U is thin, then by 

theorem in [4] we get )),((
1

2

1

1 UgUg


is relatively compact inG . i.e. for 

each two points  x  and y of  X , there  are  f-neighborhoods Ug
1

1


  of  x   

and  Ug
1

2


 of  y  such  that  the  set )),((

1

2

1

1 UgUg


 is relatively 

compact in G . Thus X is an f-dispersive G -space . 

  

2.16 Theorem: 
If X is an f-dispersive G -space and Xx , then gxg  is an f-open 

function of G onto Gx . 
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Proof: 

LetU be an open subset ofG .  To prove that Ux  is f-open in Gx . 

i.e. xUG )(   is  f-closed in Gx . Let 
f

xUGy )(  , then by  proposition  

((1.2.14) in [9]) there is a net )( xg  in xUG )(   such that yxg f . 

Since X is f-dispersive, then there exists V  be a thin f-neighborhood 

of y . Fixing 0  ,  then Vxgxggg 


 ))((
00

1
     )),((

1

0
VVgg 



 . 

Since )),(( VV  is relatively compact in G  , then by  theorem ((17.4) in  

[11]) )(
1

0



 gg has a cluster point say g . Hence by theorem ((11.5) in 

[11])  )(
1

0



 gg   has a subnet )(
1

0



 gg
u

 which converges to  g  .  i.e. 

ggg
u


1

0   
0 ggg

u
  and by  theorem  ((11.8) in [11])  we  get  

xggxg
u 0  . Since  ,yxg f  then by Remark   ((1.2.19) in [9])  

yxgyxg
u
  . Since X  is 2T  , then by theorem ((13.7) in [11]) 

we have xUGxggy )(
0

  . Hence,  xUGxUG
f

)()(   .  But by  

definition    in    [10]    we     have   
f

xUGxUG )()(  .  Therefore   
f

xUGxUG )()(    xUG )(   is f-closed in Gx Ux  is f-open in 

Gx .Thus by definition (1.14) gxg  is an f-open function of G onto  

Gx . 
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 لمشتتة الضئيلةا G - فضبءات حول
 

 صبيحة إبراهيم محمود
 قسى انسٌبضٍبث -كهٍت انعهوو  -انجبيعت انًسخُصسٌت 

        
 :مستخلصال

 انضئٍم انًشخجG-أسًٍُبِ بفضبء G–َوعب جدٌدا يٍ فضبءاث فً ْرا انبحث قديُب

  انجواز انضئٍم انري بدوزة ٌعخًد عهى  حعسٌف ى حعسٌفقديُب انخعسٌف اعخًبدا عه

 جدائّ انًفخوحت انضئٍهت. كرنك دزسُب يكبفئبحّ، خصبئصّ، فضبئّ انجزئً، انًجًوعت

انخبونوجً انًخسبوي انخغٍس. ببلإضبفت إنى ذنك دزسُب انعلاقت بٍٍ  وصوزة انخكبفؤ

 نكبزحبٌ انضئٍهت وانًجًوعبث G-يٍ فضبءاث وكم انًشخخت انضئٍهت G-فضبءاث

)(xJ f و )(xfصحٍحانانخوانً يع أعطبء يثبل نلاحجبِ غٍس  عهى. 

 

 
 

 

 

 


